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US cyber-espionage resolution draws Chinese opposition 

The United States has taken its first real swipe at China following accusations that Beijing  

is behind a widespread and systemic hacking campaign targeting US businesses.  US lawmakers 

took a resolution that prohibits much of the US government from buying information  

technology made by companies linked to the Chinese government, reports Stuff (New Zealand).  

China has expressed its opposition to the resolution, saying the measure threatens to harm  

economic relations between the two countries, according to Voice of America. 

Ghana to deport 120 Chinese for illegal mining  

Ghanaian authorities have arrested 120 Chinese citizens for possessing fake entry permits and en-

gaging in illegal mining. The miners are to be deported. An officer at the Ghana Immigration  

Service, said his agency will launch an internal inquiry into allegations that some of its officers have 

colluded with the illegal miners to grant them work permits, reports New York Daily News.  

There are about 3000 Chinese nationals in Ghana working in various sectors of the economy  

including mining and communication. The Ghanaian law, however, does not permit foreigners to  

engage in small scale mining, according to Spy Ghana. 

Xi Jinping signs multi-million dollar deals in the Republic of Congo  

The Chinese President, Xi Jinping, held talks with his counterpart of the Republic of Congo, Denis 

Sassou Nguesso, in Brazzaville. The two leaders signed 11 deals worth millions of dollars (US),  

covering projects in a number of areas including communication, infrastructure and banking, reports 

African Brains. Two previous agreements worth several billion dollars (US) are already in effect, one 

of which provides finance for the building of a 500 kilometres highway between Brazzaville and the  

economic capital, Pointe-Noire, according to Pakistan’s The Nation. 

Chinese company to supply SA with 115 MW of solar panels  

Chinese solar company, JinkoSolar Holding Corporation, said it would supply 115 megawatts of so-

lar panels to two projects in South Africa as it makes inroads into emerging solar markets. The   

international solar industry is suffering from overcapacity and waning demand, according to  the Aus-

tralian Business Spectator. South Africa has seen strong growth in renewable energy  

investments in the last year, attracting US$5.5 billion through tenders for wind and solar  

power projects, aimed at reducing carbon emissions and bolstering electricity supply, reports the 

South African Money Web. 

Apple apologizes in China after service criticism 

Apple apologised to Chinese consumers, after government media accused the company of arro-

gance and portrayed it as the latest Western company to exploit the Chinese consumer, according to 

US based The State Journal. The China Consumer's Association (CCA) has asked Apple to double 

its warranty periods, since the country requires manufacturers to provide a two-year warranty on ma-

jor computer components, instead of the one year as offered by Apple internationally, reports  Global 

Times. 
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